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Police Abuse and Sex Workers – The Two Wings of the Butterfly:
Negotiating Ethical Dilemmas in Participatory Action Research (PAR) in
Bogotá, Colombia
María Inés Cubides Kovacsics1
Alejandro Lanz Sánchez2

Abstract
Since September of 2012, we have been conducting Participatory Action Research (PAR) in
the center of Bogotá with sex workers regarding their right to the public space known as
'La Mariposa' (The Butterfly), an open‐air plaza where they often face discriminatory
urban praxis and frequent abuse by police officers. While our PAR team has conducted
research in 'The Butterfly' for over five years, the objectives, motivation and design of this
PAR project were defined by community‐based peer leaders and driven by their concerns
and testimonies about the abuse and discrimination they have experienced from police in
the plaza. Sex workers in the plaza have described these experiences in terms of
unjustified detention, physical and verbal abuse, discrimination and abuse due to sexual
orientation, and urban displacement. In this paper, we will discuss our PAR team's action
research agenda and our collective work promoting sex worker's re‐appropriation of their
right to public space and the city. We will provide concrete examples of ethical dilemmas
we have faced in the field and the corresponding praxis our PAR team developed to
negotiate and overcome these dilemmas through our 'PARCES' (Translated Acronym:
Peers in Action Reaction Against Social Exclusion) methodology. The principles of 'PARCES'
and 'action‐reaction' guide our decision‐making process with research actors throughout
the construction of the action research design, implementation and analysis in order to
incorporate participatory relations and the consideration of research actors' safety,
health, and rights within the ethical framework of the project.
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Imagee 1. ‘The Whorres to the ‘Bitch
h Kennel’3’/ ‘L
Las Putas a la P
Perrera’ (Sourrce: Alejandro Lanz, April 255,
2013)

Butterf
rflies are masters of survvival and cam
mouflage arttists in the pprotection off their fragiliity.
Behind
d their colorrs and their shapes they hide unsusppected talennts to survivee. Certainly, in
some of the corneers of the city butterfliees dwell: seex workers, mothers, daaughters, sonns,
sisterss, brothers, friends,
f
girrlfriends, human beingss exist withiin these wildd geographiies
strugg
gling for theiir rights in th
he boxing rin
ng of the streeet (PARCE
ES 2013).

3

‘Bitch
h kennel’ is terrm used by thee women in ‘T
The Butterfly’ to refer to thee police truck iin which they are
held caaptive and transported to statte-based correcctional or childd protection faacilities. In Spaanish, the term
m is
‘perrera
a’, which literaally means a kennel.
k
This is metaphoricallly significant fo
for the women of ‘the Butterffly’
as they have named th
his space accorrding to how itt makes them ffeel: “like bitchhes rounded upp in a dog kennnel,
depriveed of freedom and
a agency”.

4

1. Introduction
1.1 The Butterfly PAR Project
Since September of 2012, we have been conducting participatory action research (PAR) in
the center of Bogotá with sex workers regarding their right to the public space known as 'La
Mariposa' (The Butterfly), an open-air plaza where they often face discriminatory urban
praxis and frequent abuse by police officers. While our PAR team has conducted research
in 'The Butterfly' for over five years, the objectives, motivation and design of this PAR
project were defined by peer leaders and driven by their concerns and testimonies about the
abuse and discrimination they have recently experienced from police in the plaza.

Even though sex work is legal in Colombia, and there are court proceedings about their
legal protection, sex workers in the plaza have described these experiences in terms of
unjustified detention, physical and verbal abuse, discrimination and abuse due to sexual
orientation, and urban displacement. These dynamics are discussed in the following
sections.

Specifically, sex workers are enclosed within fences around the Butterfly statue, being
exposed to the gaze of everyone passing by in this public space; they are locked up in
police stations or taken to the UPJ4; they are handcuffed as if they had just been arrested;
they are insulted and verbally abused; they are sexually abused or they are asked for sexual
favors in order to be let free; they are frequently threatened by the police; they are bitten,
dragged, and/or forced to accept physical punishments; their citizen identification cards are
confiscated or even broken by the police; they experience even greater physical and verbal
abuse due to their sexual orientation; they are often object of police search and

4

The UPJ (Permanent Justice Unit) “functions as a center of transitory retention where citizens that break
cohabitation norms prescribed by the National Code and District Police are taken to and where they remain
for no more than 24 hours as a protective measure” (La UPJ funciona como centro de retención transitoria a
donde son conducidos los ciudadanos que infringen las normas de convivencia contempladas en los códigos
Nacional y Distrital de Policía que como medida de protección permanecerán en un tiempo no mayor a 24
horas)” (http://www.gobiernobogota.gov.co/en/).
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identiffications; and they are co
onstantly exp
pelled from the plaza.

AR project is
i directed to
o eliminate this
t police aabuse and too promote seex worker’s rreOur PA
approp
priation of th
heir right to
o public spacce and the c ity. In this ppaper, we w
will discuss oour
PAR team's actio
on research agenda and
d our ritualss of collecttive work (C
Cahill, 20077c)
promo
oting sex wo
orker's re-app
propriation of
o their rightt to public sppace and thee city. We w
will
provid
de concrete examples of ethical dilemmas
d
w
we have facced in the field and tthe
corresponding praaxis our PAR
R team deveeloped to neggotiate and overcome thhese dilemm
mas
gh our 'PAR
RCES' (Tran
nslated Acro
onym: Peerss in Actionn-Reaction A
Against Soccial
throug
Exclussion) metho
odology. Th
he principless of 'PARC
CES' and 'aaction-reactioon' guide oour
decisio
on-making process
p
with
h research actors
a
throuughout the cconstruction of the actiion
researcch design, im
mplementatiion and analysis in orderr to incorporrate particippatory relatioons
and th
he consideraation of ressearch actorrs' safety, hhealth, and rights withhin the ethiccal
framew
work of the project.
p
1.2 Study Site Descrip
ption: ‘The Butterfly’
B
P
Plaza/ ‘La M
Mariposa’

Image 2. Th
he Butterfly Pllaza (Source: Adriana
A
Lloredda, team membeer, August 28, 2014).

The sttudy site is ‘La Plaza San
S Victorin
no’, known as ‘The Buutterfly’ due to a butterffly
sculptu
ure located in the plazza center by
y Edgar Neegret. This space contaains a diverrse
inform
mal and form
mal econom
mic activitiess and culturral praxis inncluding streeet vendors of
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food, stands
s
of celllphone minu
utes and cigaarettes vendoors (known aas chazas)5, coffee, bookks,
music CD’s, cloth
hing, touristt photograph
h services, ssex servicess, entertainm
ment shows as
harmacy, stores, bootblaccks, jaladorees6, and so oon. In this oopen air markket
peoplee singing, ph
and pu
ublic space there are, simultaneous
s
sly, childrenn playing arround the staatue, shoppeers
franticcally making
g their purch
hase, homeless youth annd adults ciirculating, coonsumption of
drugs and alcohol, gamblers on
o the machiines in locall stores and casinos, pollice circulatiing
and rounding
r
up
p cases, maass transit of differennt city dweellers due tto the pubblic
transportation station at northeern border off the plaza.

Imag
ge 3. Chaza Paarticipatory Draawing (Source:: Luz Marina, P
Participatory ddrawing, Novem
mber 7, 2013).

1.3 Sex Work
W
and Legal
L
Ambiiguities in the Plaza: The Two Wings of tthe
Butterffly
San Victorino
V
Plaaza is a public space fu
ull of culturaal, political, economic, historical, aand
socio – spatial contradiction
c
ns, and mov
vement of m
multiple acttors and ideentities in tthe
A
a public
p
spacee, the police and militaryy authorities are a constaant presence as
city. Although
a meaans of maintaaining orderr and eliminating deviannt and delinqquent actorss from socieety.
5

Chaza
a is the slang name for an imp
provised stand street vendorss construct to seell multiple kinnd of products
such as cigarettes, can
ndies, chips, ceellphone minutes and others ((see participatoory drawing im
mage 3).
6
Jalado
or is the slang name for the person
p
who pro
omotes productts in the plaza tto passersby.
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This leads to police abuse against those actors that are conceptualized and seen as deviant
and delinquent. In terms of the sex work economy within this public space, prostitution is
not permitted; however, the legal system indicates that sex work is not illegal and it is not a
crime. On the one hand, the official land-use plan (Plan de Ordenamiento Territorial POT) for Bogotá 7 establishes specific areas where sex work can take place. These are
called high-impact zones, indicating that people who work in the sex industry should
partake in their professional activities inside this area, also called, ‘the zone of tolerance’ or
the space where prostitution is ‘tolerated’ in the city.

‘The Butterfly’ is very close to one of these ‘permitted’ spaces but it is technically outside
of this ‘zone of tolerance’. The sex work dynamic works in the following way in ‘The
Butterfly’: the client ‘chooses’ a sex worker in ‘The Butterfly’ plaza, negotiates the price
and, if (s)he agrees, they go to get a room (pieza) in one of the cheap, pay-per-hour motels
that are located near, but outside, the limits of the ‘tolerated’ zone. One wing of this
‘Butterfly’ problem is that sex workers experience expulsion, exclusion, and unjustified
detainment from the plaza for being perceived as ‘whores/(putas)’ by the police. However,
how do the police know that the person standing by the statue will offer sex work services?
Usually, sex workers walk around the plaza or spend time by the statue and the police
officers automatically label them as sex workers in the sector. However, even if they are
sex workers, can legal technicalities within the city restrict the free circulation of someone
who is perceived as a sex worker? How do police officers determine that these people are
sex workers? Is it because of their clothing? Or is it because of the way they walk or the
way they talk or use makeup? Or is it because they are simply ‘whores’ (to them), that
policemen have the given right to harass them?

If we look carefully at the legal aspects of this issue, we will find there is not a sanction in
the ‘District Police Code’ for providing sex services outside of these spaces (or receiving
them): “Individuals who exercise prostitution must be respected. This activity, in itself, is
not subject to corrective measures”8. Therefore, the other wing of this ‘Butterfly’ problem
7

This is the Government land-use plan that stipulates the uses and regulations of spaces in the city (Decreto
619 de 2000, Alcaldía de Bogotá).
8
“Las personas que ejercen prostitución deben ser respetadas. El ejercicio de esta actividad, en sí misma, no
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is that police officers have the power of discretion and decision-making about what
happens to sex workers outside of the ‘tolerated’ zone. But when does the sex work
transaction start? From the moment she has contact with a client? From the moment the
appointment is scheduled? From the moment she enters the room? From the moment the
sexual exchange begins? At what point is she actually practicing prostitution, for legal
purposes in determining what can be done and where it can be done? In Colombia, there is
no legal pathway for making this determination. There is no instruction manual or legal
guidelines to follow. There is no law that guides police officer’s processes of ‘knowing’.
Since the parameters of the law are not clear, police officers are able to take decisions
based on their own personal and moral discretion, rather than the actual written law.
Furthermore, in 2010, the Colombian Constitutional Court ruled that prostitution is a kind
of work and that it should be respected and treated within equal conditions to other types of
work9. Nonetheless, in this ruling, the Constitutional Court also stated that all relevant
institutional regulations and programs must promote all necessary measures to prevent
prostitution and rehabilitate those engaged in prostitution”10.

Considering the two wings of the ‘Butterfly’ problem and its contradictions and social
control mechanisms that affect urban exclusion and expulsion from public space, our PAR
team has developed strategies to defend and reclaim sex workers' rights to public space and
the city by fighting against police abuse, which is the principal cause of their constant
expulsion and exclusion from the plaza (see image 4). In the context of this two-tiered
socio-spatial problem, “…the right to the city […] can only be formulated as a transformed
and renewed right to urban life” (Lefebvre, 1969, p. 158). Additionally, this right to occupy
and ‘be’ in public space can only be exercised by the “full and complete usage” of this
urban space in the daily lives and practices of all those connected to ‘The Butterfly’
(Lefebvre, 1969, p. 179).

da lugar a la aplicación de medidas correctivas”. (District Police Code of Bogotá: Acuerdo 79 DE 2003, por
el cual se expide el Código de Policía de Bogotá D.C.)
9
Colombian Constitutional Court: Corte Constitucional, Sentencia T-629/10, Magistrado ponente, Juan
Carlos Henao Pérez, 22 de enero de 2010.
10
“Los poderes públicos deben adelantar todas las medidas que sean necesarias para prevenir la
prostitución, rehabilitar a las personas dedicadas a ella y ampliarles eficazmente sus opciones de
mejoramiento económico” Ibid.
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Imagee 4. Police Occupation of Urb
ban Space: Dyn
namics of Expuulsion from Puublic Space (Soource: Alejandrro
Lanz, March
M
16, 20113)

2. The Butterfly
B
Action Reesearch P
Project Deesign: Den
naturalizin
ng
Policee Abuse
“Have you
u ever had
d problems with the ppolice?... Uff
fff, 24 hourrs a day. W
We
definitivelyy don’t get along…
a
at all…
(¿Alguna vez
v has tenid
do problema
as con la Pollicía?…Uyyyy, las 24 horras del día. N
No
nos la lleevamos nad
da, nada…))” (Candelaa, Semi-Strructured Intterview -‘T
The
Butterfly’ Project, Nov
vember 7, 20
013).
10

Our first step in th
he constructiion of the ‘B
Butterfly Acction Researcch Project’ w
was to identiify
whether or not sex
x workers wanted
w
to tak
ke action reggarding thesee police abusses, to identiify
what kind
k
of police abuses th
hey were ex
xperiencing aand also hoow they had confronted or
avoideed these abu
uses while working
w
in th
he plaza. W
We started wiith informal conversatioons
with sex workers in the plaza, spending tiime with theem in their eeveryday rouutine, drinkiing
coffeee, playing wiith their child
dren, sharing
g a cigarettee and talkingg with their cclose friends in
the plaaza in order to collect teestimonies about
a
police abuses. Whhat first cam
me out was thhat
they did
d not conceptualize so
ome practices as abuse. When we aasked them w
whether or nnot
they had
h experien
nced police abuse
a
the typ
pical answerr was no, buut then theyy started to ssay
things like “But once a policee officer beatt me, once I had a fight with one off them becauuse
he callled me a wh
hore and daug
ghter of a bitch…” (Canndela, Semi-S
Structured Innterview, ‘T
The
Butterrfly’ Project, Novemberr 7, 2013) And
A when w
we asked theem if the police had takken
them to
t the UPJ orr detained th
hem, they alll said yes.

While collecting cases
c
about police
p
abusee we also saw
w they had aadapted diffeerent strategiies
to avo
oid abuse. In
n order to un
nderstand these differennt adaptive sttrategies of resistance, w
we
design
ned a phase within the project
p
emplloying theatter of the ‘opppressed’11 (see image 7).
Some examples of
o these strattegies includ
de not show
wing their ID
D cards (claiiming they aare
not carrying them in order to avoid
a
having
g them brokeen or thrownn away) andd the way som
me
transgender sex workers
w
use HIV stigm
ma in their ffavor by cuutting their own arm aand
threateening to tran
nsmit the viru
us to the pollice officer.

11

Theatter of the “Opp
pressed” is a th
heoretical and practical
p
methoodology first developed in Brrazil by Augusto
Boal. The
T principal ob
bjective of thiss methodology is to use theateer and dramaticc techniques ass an instrumennt
to undeerstand social reealities and to establish possiible solutions tto social probleems using a parrticipatory
approacch (Boal 1998; Boal 2001; Baaraúna & Moto
os, 2009). We used this methhodology to access and
understtand the dynam
mics sex workerrs live in relation to police abbuse.

11

Imagee 5. Exploring Praxis
P
through
h Theater of thee ‘Oppressed’ ((Source: Alejaandro Lanz, Topp Row: Octobeer
21, 2013; Bottom Row: Novembber 17, 2013).

This phase
p
was veery importan
nt within thee co-construcction of the project becaause it allow
wed
us to dismiss
d
seveeral strategiees we had co
onsidered that would haave placed thhem in dangger.
We allso found th
hat “[t]hroug
gh a process of investiigating theirr own everyyday lives aand
collecttive reflectio
on, research participants identify theeir individuaal experiencees as shared, as
social,, and then in turn as po
olitical” (Caahill, 2007a,, p. 268). A
After this phaase we startted
meetin
ng in order to
t identify th
he next stepss of the proj ect and to cco-construct better ways of
develo
oping and im
mplementing these strateg
gies.

In ord
der to change this reallity, our teaam needed to prove ppolice abusee was actuaally
happen
ning and theerefore it was necessary to collect a ssignificant nnumber of caases in orderr to
file a lawsuit.
l
To do so, each case had to be provablee so we needded to train aall sex workeers
in the plaza to co
ollect the reequired information inccluding the ppolice badge number, tthe
police car or the ‘bitch kennel’ license pllate number,, the exact tiime, place aand descriptiion
of thee behavior of all acto
ors involved
d, and the specific kinnd of abuse the wom
men
experiienced. Desspite the importance
i
of this trraining proccess for thhe systemaatic
docum
mentation off police abusse, it was also
a
necessarry to create a strategy to collect thhis
inform
mation and ensure
e
all the individualls involved iin the projecct were safee and were nnot
exposeed to additio
onal violencee or abuse. The
T PAR teaam created thhree strategiees and then w
we
talked
d about them with other sex
s workers in the plaza to discuss thheir efficacyy.
12

The first strategy was to leave someone in charge of a ‘message box’ and the completion of
a form filled out by the person who experienced police abuse or by a witness. This idea was
proposed by a member of the PAR team. We thought this strategy would be well received
by the community because it enabled everyone, not only sex workers, to report police
abuses and it also demonstrated that, in addition to the immediate emergency, there was a
need to propose concrete solutions to the structural problem of police abuse. We also
believed that the ‘message box’ strategy would generate teamwork and social
consciousness about the problem. Another advantage of this strategy was that the
community could also report past abuses even if they did not have all the information
required. After consulting with the community, this strategy was dismissed because it was
not safe and could generate further power struggles and violence. The ‘message box’ would
have been very visible to the police and the case information, if it were to land in the wrong
hands, could have been used against them. Additionally, the person in charge of the
‘message box’ would probably be in more danger than others within the community. We
thought about rotating the ‘message box’ and rotating the person in charge; however, there
would have been no way to ensure the reduction of risk to all actors involved.

The second strategy involved the creation of a webpage containing the same form as the
‘message box’ strategy in order to describe and detail the experience of police abuse. The
information would have been private and it would have allowed us to manage and organize
it more efficiently. However, this strategy was dismissed as well because the majority of
the population does not have access to the internet and do not have money to pay for time
in an internet café. Moreover, they said they probably would not have had the time to go to
the internet café. This strategy did not involve the same risks as the first strategy, it would
have given them more privacy and protection; however, only the most interested, motivated
and financially stable research actors would have been able to use this system.

The third and selected strategy was to launch a cell phone line where all information could
be recorded on the voicemail. This strategy was selected by all members of the PAR team
and supported by the population in the plaza because it was the easiest and safest method
13

for rep
porting policce abuse. If they
t
do not have moneyy to make thhe call, they could ring aand
hang up
u and we would
w
return
n the call. They
T
could make the phhone call right within tthe
plaza and they co
ould speak with
w a PAR team membber who woould explain to them whhat
mation was needed.
n
Thiss would be a private waay of reportiing abuse annd there wouuld
inform
be no risk for the information
i
to end in the hands of thhe police. Inn order to sppread the woord
about the phone line, we desig
gned a butterrfly key chaiin with the nnumber engrraved on it (ssee
image 8). The idea was to enaable them to
o always havve the numbber on hand. We originaally
were going to design
d
a siimple inform
mation cardd includingg the numbber and bassic
mation; how
wever, it wo
ould have been
b
easily lost. The keychain w
was attractivve,
inform
symbo
olic (becausee of the Buttterfly) and useful
u
both iin the daily lives and inn order to keeep
the nu
umber within
n reach.

Imagee 6. The Butterrfly Key Chain
n (Source: Alej andro Lanz, N
November 20133)

g a roving outreach
o
sesssion, our PA
AR team starrted to pass out the keyy chains and to
During
discusss the projectt and the straategy in ordeer to defend the rights of sex workerrs in the plazza.
Multip
ple actors within
w
the plaza receiveed them witth excitemeent and all nnoted that tthe
keychaain was an effective strrategy. How
wever, time passed and we had nott received aany
calls. We continued going to the plaza several timess per week aand some off them told us
14

they had
h experien
nced police abuses.
a
Wh
hen we askeed why theyy did not calll to report tthe
abuse they said, “I don’t know
w” or “I preefer to tell yoou in personn”, or “I donn’t have all tthe
mation you need”
n
or theey simply did
d not concceptualize w
what happened to them as
inform
police abuse. So we
w designed a complementary strateegy through the creationn of cards w
with
the kin
nd of abuse they
t
told us they experieenced (see im
mage 9). Thiis strategy w
was designedd to
generaate consciou
usness about the importan
nce of reporrting abuse iin order to bbe able to filee a
lawsuiit.

15

Imagee 7. Informativ
ve Cards for the Campaign ‘P
Putiar no es un delito, es un trrabajo – Whoriing is not crim
me,
it’s just worrk’ (Source: P.A
A.R.C.E.S., ww
ww.parces.orgg & www.facebbook.com/parces.ong)

3. Negottiating Ethical Dileemmas in ‘The Bu
utterfly’: T
The Ethiccal
Motiv
vations of our PAR Project
Beforee and during
g this project we experieenced a seriees of difficuult situationss regarding oour
interacction with th
he communitties, some off which led and motivatted us to devvelop our PA
AR
metho
odology in ‘The Butteerfly’. Thiss very ideaa illustratess the mannner in whiich
“…parrticipatory action
a
researcch (PAR) prractice startss with personnal concernss as a basis ffor
social theorizing” (Cahill, 200
07a, p. 268).
The following
f
caases are wrritten in firsst person aas reflexive accounts ffor the ethiccal
dilemm
mas experien
nced in the field.
f
3.1 Ethica
al Dilemma
a 1: Employying Privileege and Poositionalitiess in the PA
AR
Processs
“They takee them [to the UPJ] now
w and then annd they let thhem go like at 9 at nightt. I
don’t know
w why they take
t
them th
here… She [[referring too one of the women in tthe
picture takken at the moment, imag
ge 1] is the one who haas a 4 monthh old baby ggirl
and she wa
as crying. I felt
f sorry for her becausse she was ssaying ‘I waant to go to ssee
my daughter’…
16

(Eso se las llevan [a la UPJ] ahorita y por ahí a las nueve ya las sueltan, a las
nueve, ocho de la noche ya las sueltan. Yo no sé pa qué se las llevan para allá. …
Esta [referring to the picture taken at the moment] es la que tiene la niña de 4
meses y estaba llorando… A mí me da pesar con ella porque ella decía ‘yo me
quiero ir a ver a mi hija’…)” (‘La Bonny’, Semi-Structured Interview – ‘The
Butterfly’ Project, 25 April 2013).
On April 25, 2013 I (Alejandro) was scheduled to go down to ‘The Butterfly’ to meet Lisa
Becerra ‘La Bonny’, as we had a roving fieldwork outing throughout the center of Bogotá.
The meeting was at half past twelve in the afternoon. I left my things at Los Andes
University, which is approximately 10 minutes walking distance from the Butterfly. I
brought my phone, the recorder and I went to the bathroom. I remember the moment when
my phone rang. It was ‘La Bonny’ frantically screaming and saying:
“Hurry up Alejito! The police caught me and they locked me up in the ‘bitch
kennel’ because I was allegedly whoring… -How did they lock you up?
What happened? You were walking down the street, and what did the police
do? Why did they retain you? -I don’t know, they are catching all of them
[sex workers] because they say prostitution is not allowed here at the
Butterfly -Ok. But why are they taking them away? How do they know if the
girls are doing sex work? -They [the police] said they have seen them on
camera. Please Alejo. Hurry up!!! I don’t want to spend the night at the UPJ
-Ok, chill. Calm down and don´t be aggressive with the police. Just say you
were waiting for a meeting with researchers from Los Andes University and
explain to them you’ve been working as a community peer leader…” (Police
Officer, Fieldnotes – Alejandro, 25 April 2013).
I hung up the phone and ran to ‘The Butterfly’ with Laura, a colleague from the
multidisciplinary participatory action research group. We made our way quickly to ‘The
Butterfly’. There was a mobile CAI12 the ‘bitch kennel’ containing six detained women at
that moment who were ‘allegedly whoring’ in the plaza (see image 5). We tried to talk to
12

Centro de Atención Inmediata (CAI) – Immediate Attention Center of the District Police
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the po
olice and fin
nd out why they
t
were arrresting them
m but they w
were very aaggressive. W
We
said we
w were look
king for a woman
w
who worked
w
withh us and thaat we had pllanned to meeet
her in the plaza arround this time. They assked us to iddentify her aand I said thhat she was tthe
woman wearing yellow
y
pants. They resp
ponded to m
me, “…ahhhh…that bellligerent niggger
who iss kicking thee truck…” (P
Police Officeer, Fieldnotees – Alejandrro, April 25,, 2013).
d
th
he situation for 15 minu
utes with diffferent policee officers, (eeach one callled
After discussing
a supeerior officer to talk with
h us and wee had to expplain all oveer again thaat we knew La
Bonny
y and that she was waitting for us to work on a project) tthey agreed to let her ggo.
Howev
ver, they waarned us thaat “what hap
ppens to herr from now on is your rresponsibilitty”
(Policee Officer, Fiieldnotes – Alejandro,
A
April
A
25, 201 3).

Image 8. The ‘Bitch Kennel’
K
and the Mobile CAI ((Alejandro Lannz, April 25, 20013)

ng the necesssary paperw
work, I wennt to the ‘bittch
While Laura was in the mobiile CAI doin
kennell’ to talk wiith the otherr retained wo
omen. Theyy first asked me to help them becauuse
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they saw how we were able to
o get ‘La Bo
onny’ out. W
With a terribble gut feelinng of guilt aand
w not able to help them
m at this veery moment but that I coould report tthe
conflicct, I said I was
situation to the diistrict attorn
ney office an
nd other insstitutions thaat defend puublic rights in
order to take actio
ons against these
t
police abuses. Theen they askeed me to takke a picture of
them to
t show wh
hat was happ
pening in ‘T
The Butterflly’ plaza (seee image 1)). I took som
me
picturees and then posted
p
them
m in social neetworks like Twitter andd Facebook tto start a soccial
network-based mo
ovement (seee image 6). ‘La Bonny’ was finallyy released, annd we went to
drink a beer and reecorded our conversation
n talking aboout the expeerience.

Image 9. Becoming visible
v
through social networkks (Screenshott, April 25, 20113)

While talking abo
out what had
d just happeened to our team, we sttarted discussing how ssex
nced police abuse
a
in theiir daily livess. We refleccted about hoow
workeers in the plaaza experien
‘La Bonny’ was in a privileged position
n because oof her working relationship with tw
wo
univerrsity students at Los And
des –an elitee university in Bogotá-, and how thee other wom
men
retaineed by the police that day
y were not ass ‘lucky’ as sshe had beenn. While we were drinkiing
a beerr, celebrating
g that our teeam was ‘saafe’, the wom
men captureed within thee picture weere
most likely
l
living some sort off human righ
hts violationn only 10 minnutes away ffrom us.
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These distinct power relations, spatially and temporally speaking, made us feel quite
uncomfortable about the privileges our PAR project created for our team within the
research context. Even if one cannot necessarily be happy about having these feelings and
emotions, it is important to enter into critical reflection upon them because, as Cahill,
Sultana and Pain suggest, “…an ethical commitment to participation necessarily involves
an explicit interrogation of power and privilege both within the research process itself and
in terms of thinking through its intended impacts” (Cahill, Sultana & Pain, 2007, p. 311).
While reflecting upon these conflicting emotions and ethical dilemmas, we realized that as
we were celebrating the victory of this single battle, these police abuses were the war we
actually needed to fight against. Sex workers experience these abuses in their daily lives
and even if we were happy because one of our team members was temporarily “safe” from
them, the other women, because they did not have ‘La Bonny’s privilege, were still in the
same ‘vulnerable’ situation. There was a contradiction in our feelings and a certain
“something” within our hearts and minds that did not let us rest. Did we do enough by
helping our team member break free of unjustified detention? Were we happy or
concerned? Could we be satisfied with this ‘altruistic’ action? How can we make a
difference and prevent future abuse of power and authority without needing to exercise our
privilege? How can we, as researchers, recognize a situation of abuse and ‘label’ it as
problematic within the research community and categorize this space as the proper context
to develop a PAR project? How can we construct a PAR project when these abuses are part
of their daily lives and they have managed to survive within them without any other
intervention and without others’ concerns in the past?
Participation for all those connected to the research process can represent more costs than
benefits, and in this case, specially for sex workers (in terms of time, more abuse from the
police, not earning enough money per day, or even losing clients; who wants to be with a
whore who defends whores’ rights?) In this sense, this ethical dilemma led us to question
ourselves as to whether “…the topic being studied [was] truly one that the community
wants investigated…” (Maiter, Simich, Jacobson & Wise, 2008, p. 310-311). How can we
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develo
op a care-etthics-based participatory
y approach when the ppeople we w
work with aare
constaantly ‘disapp
pearing’? Th
his last quesstion is relaated to the uuse we havee given to tthe
picturee taken in th
his experien
nce (see image 6). Evenn though the three protagonists of thhis
picturee gave us theeir consent to
t use it and publish it inn a massive w
way to raise consciousneess
about these abusees, we have not heard any
a news abbout two of these womeen…we do nnot
know where they are,
a if they are
a ‘safe’ or not, if they aare alive or ddead.

3.2 Ethica
al Dilemma
a 2: Issues of confideentiality wh
hen dealingg with minoors
and/orr populationss involved in
n illicit activvities

Image 10. Helena
H
and Lun
na (Source: Hellena’s Faceboook Wall)

As wee described above, ‘Thee Butterfly’ss socio-spatiial context iintegrates a wide range of
dynam
mics and actiivities that arre not “allow
wed”, and it is the placee where some people maake
a livin
ng and consttruct network
ks of trust and
a care. In order to maake this projeect possible, it
was neecessary to spend more time with th
he communiity to be ablle to construuct relations of
trust and
a care betw
ween our teaam and new members off the project.. Sex workerrs in this spaace
of the city have liived multiplle experiencces of violennce, discrimination and exclusion aand
they do
d not trust anyone. Ou
ur team spen
nt almost onne year shaaring experieences with tthe
comm
munity, spend
ding afternoo
ons in ‘The Butterfly,’
B
uunderstandingg their dailyy dynamics aand
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relations, creating shared expectations and project objectives, and becoming intimately
involved in their daily struggle to survive within a context in which they are able to ‘make a
living’ (on ‘good’ days) but full of dangers too.

But this constant process of sharing and becoming closer with the community, this
constructed trust, also inspires research actors to share some experiences and practices
involving illicit activities and in these cases confidentiality becomes a difficult issue to
manage.

One day I (María Inés) received a call from Angélica telling me a policeman was going to
take Helena away to the UPJ. I was close to the plaza so I hurried to get there as soon as
possible and see what was going on. I arrived, as usual, to the spot where Angélica works
selling cigarettes and candies beside ‘The Butterfly’ sculpture. I asked her where Helena
was and she pointed to where she and two policemen were standing. We went together and
when we were close enough they stopped arguing and stared at me asking ¿who is she?
¿What does she want? I introduced myself and said I had known Helena for a long time. I
asked what was happening. They said since Helena had been seen before stealing from
people at the plaza, this time a policeman stopped her and asked her for her identification
card. When she refused to give it to him they threatened to take her to the station. This
situation is very common in ‘The Butterfly’ because police often ask for sex workers’
identification cards and do not give them back.

Sometimes they even break the

identification cards in half in order to then take sex workers to the police station or to the
UPJ for being an undocumented citizen. Because of these abuses, sex workers are used to
saying that they don’t have their identification cards with them or to refuse to give it to the
police.

Helena was very angry and started to say that she never stole from anyone and said to them
they should search her and prove she possessed something that didn’t belong to her. They
said ok, they were going to search her, but I intervened and said it was only a woman police
officer who could do that. They started to be suspicious of me and asked me again who I
was. I said I worked at University of Los Andes and that I had been working with Helena
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and Angélica for a long time in an action research project (I showed them my student ID).
When I named the university they changed drastically towards me and said they were going
to call a woman so she could do the body frisk.

When the woman police officer arrived, she asked who she had to search. When the
policeman pointed to Helena, she stared at her and looked her up and down with disgust.
Then she turned to her partner and said: “I don’t have gloves”. Her partner took his gloves
out and gave them to her. She searched Helena for suspicious objects or drugs. But she did
not find anything. They finally let us go. When we were walking to ‘The Butterfly’
sculpture Helena was grinning from ear to ear as if she had just won against them.

My mind was troubled. I knew Helena had stolen things before, but I wasn’t sure if she did
it this time. Once she told me she needed to steal because she didn’t earn enough money for
the day in sex work or because some days she did not want to do ‘it’. I knew she did drugs
some times when she was in the plaza. But I also knew she had a daughter, Luna, (see
image 10) and if she spent the night in a police station or at the ‘UPJ’, Luna (a three-yearold girl) would be alone all night. I was also familiar with the internal politics of police
stations, how policemen ‘work’ with sex workers once they are in closed spaces (asking for
sexual favors in order to let them go, asking for money, using violence, retaining their IDs,
etc). I knew how none of these possible ‘solutions’ would change the reality that pushes
Helena’s “illicit” activities.

In this situation, I faced several ethical dilemmas and internal conflicts, especially
considering that I did not want the community to think I was going to ‘save’ them from the
police even if they did something ‘wrong’. After this situation, I was with Helena hanging
out in ‘The Butterfly’ and telling other research actors what just happened and one of them
said: “Now I know who I need to solve my problems with that bitch” (María Inés,
Fieldnotes, July 30, 2013). I said no; I was not there to help them do things that were not
‘legal’ and ‘save’ them from being arrested. I was there to fight against police abuses and to
assure police do their work in the proper way, without taking advantage of their power and
position in society in relation to sex workers. We then had a long talk about the project, its
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limits and scopes,, and team goals
g
and expectations fo
for project ouutcomes, whhich is alignned
with PAR
P
praxis including
i
“…
…reflective dialogue
d
witth research pparticipants that lies at tthe
heart of
o participato
ory ethics, as
a we try to anticipate,
a
unnderstand, aand respond together to tthe
inevitaable ethical quandaries,
q
difficult deccisions, and interpersonaal struggles tthat are part of
any reesearch projeect” (Elwood
d, 2007, p. 33
30).

3.3 Ethica
al Dilemma 3: Being th
he Middle ‘M
‘Man’ - Neggotiating Saf
afety, Legaliity,
Confid
dentiality and Trust in Research
R
Teaam Relation
nships
“…Hmm th
he second I see
s that fuckking dyke Jhhoana [Jaime]13 I’ll endd her. Serioussly
Alejandro she’s messin
ng things up for me and my woman iin la ‘L’…
“…Jum do
onde yo vea a la machorrra esa de laa Jhoana [Jaaime in the ffollowing texxt]
la quiebro. A lo bien Alejandro es
e que me esstá haciendoo quedar maal a mí y a mi
mujer allá
á en la ‘L’)” (Valeria quoted by A
Alejandro, F
Fieldnotes, February 226,
2014).

Imagee 11. Valeria, Jaime,
J
Alejandrro and María Inés (Source: W
Workshops andd Participatory Activities, ‘Thhe
Butteerfly’ Project, top
t left: 26 Maarch 2014, up right:
r
Decembeer 17, 2013, boottom left: 17 D
December 20133
13

Valerria refers to Jaiime in his femiinine name, pu
urposely disregaarding his gendder identity.
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We have experienced ethical dilemmas within our PAR project that are directly related to
the topic, objectives and design of the project under construction with the community;
however, we have also experienced dilemmas that are not directly related to the project but
rather to the personal relations we have created with team member and with participants
within the research population. One of these dilemmas involved two individuals that spend
time in ‘The Butterfly,’ working or visiting friends, and that have been involved in this and
in other PAR projects with us. Jaime and Valeria have worked with us for over a year in
separate activities and both have been involved in this particular project in separate phases.

One day, Valeria called me (Alejandro) and while we were talking she told me someone
offered her a lot of money to kill Jaime. She did not say the name, she said a “machorra”
that is known as Jhoana (his feminine name – he is a transgender man) because he stole
some money from dealers in la ‘L’ (a drug consumption zone where our PAR team also
works). I started to ask her some questions to identify if it was the same person we know
and he was indeed the very same person. I told her we knew him from a state institution
program but I did not say to her we had been working with him or had seen him recently. I
told María Inés about what Valeria just told me and we tried to figure out what to do about
this dilemma. Should we tell Jaime? Should we try to stop Valeria? Should we keep seeing
Jaime even if we know he was ‘wanted’ and that the situation could put us in danger?
Should we stop seeing him? Should we stop seeing Valeria? Should we tell the authorities?
Should we be worried about ourselves because people knew we knew Jaime? Should we do
nothing? Should we pretend we did not know anything?

These kinds of conflicts between research actors in our project were common and we knew
we could not stop working with either of them because of the situation. We knew we could
not tell Valeria we were currently working with Jaime and we knew we could not see any
of them in public places near the drug consumption zone. We decided to continue working
with both of them separately but meeting with them in safe places for all of us (places
where they would not see each other or where we would not be seen together by someone
involved in the conflict).
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But how could we sleep at night knowing that someone we know and care about is being
looked for and has a price on his head? How could we talk with him and not tell him we
knew someone is being paid to kill him? When we talked with Jaime on the phone, he told
us that he could not go to the city center because he was in trouble. This made us think he
already knew what was happening and was in some way a relief. However, we were still
worried about him and on top of all this stress, it was difficult to communicate with him
because he didn’t have a cell phone. Instead of being able to check and see if he was ok,
we had to wait for him to call.

One of our team members talked with Valeria daily after ‘the call’ and even though it was
awkward to ask her about the situation, we always tried to present the topic in order to
receive the latest ‘update’ on Jaime’s situation. One day one of our team members received
a call from Jaime saying that someone stabbed him. The wounds were not lethal. He was
stabbed on two occasions, both of which had nothing to do with his problems in la ‘L’. We
continued working with both Jaime and Valeria and we tread very carefully within and
between both relationships.

* * *

During our university careers, we were not trained to deal with these kinds of situations,
with these ethical dilemmas, and we still have no way of preparing ourselves for the next,
inevitable ethical dilemma we will confront. In our field encounters, we face distinct
dilemmas on a daily basis and each team member processes and learns from each situation
in a different way. Ethical research frameworks are traditionally based on natural science
protocols, especially medical protocols (Cahill, 2007b). Social scientists currently reduce
research ethics to the informed consent process and they do not always take into account
the emotions involved in the participatory research process (Ritterbusch 2012).

The design and implementation of PAR projects requires deep involvement with
participants and it is necessary to discuss the ethical dilemmas we face and suggest possible
routes for resolution. The way we resolve and confront these ethical dilemmas in the PAR
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process illustrates “…the contradictions between ethics that are embodied, engaged and
negotiated collectively, and the imposition of one-size-fits-all standards” (Cahill, Sultana &
Pain, 2007, p. 307).

4. Conclusion
Ethical dilemmas in participatory action research will always be present due to the
relationships established with the actors involved in the research process. These relations
are human relations of love and affection, but also of envy, discomfort, or even rear. Within
this framework, each researcher faces these dilemmas in very different ways and it is
impossible to homogenize the multiple feelings experienced within the team. Each of us has
built a different relationship with each of the research actors so we cannot write an
instruction manual as to how to resolve conflict as this depends on the nature of each
relationship constructed in the field.

In the PAR process, we deal with many dilemmas that do not necessarily emerge directly
from PAR project activities but rather from the human relations we build with other
research actors. We, as university-based researchers, have to change roles and exercise
distinct positionalities all the time. For example, in the very same day we can be in a
research actor’s pay-per-hour motel room, in a state-based child protection program, in jail,
in the classroom in the most prestigious and elitist university in the country, and in
facebook talking about projects we have carried out as part of the Multidisciplinary
Participatory Action Research Group within the School of Government. These constant
transitions between spaces reminds us all the time that we are part of and represent a social
space in society of power, privilege, and exclusion. In our research context, not more than
10 blocks from our university, we can eat a piece of pie in the street for a few cents of a
dollar. In turn, in the spaces directly surrounding our university, we pay two dollars for the
same piece of pie. We are sitting in a classroom discussing the symbolic impact of law and
rights when only hours before we were having a confrontation with authorities in the streets
because of police abuse against sex workers.

Moreover, we have also experienced how these dilemmas are crucial for the construction of
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participatory projects that respond to research actor’s life experiences of exclusion,
violence and marginalization. We have seen that these ethical dilemmas permit us to reflect
upon the power and privileged relations that constitute our encounters in the field and
permit us to transform those very realities. The ethical dilemmas we face in the field make
our projects go beyond the realms of traditional academic research and enable us to
construct actual strategies for action-reaction; all of this has motivated us to reflect upon
how the ‘action’ component in PAR is often underdeveloped and overshadowed by
‘research’ and our struggle to move beyond these hierarchies is driven by the feelings and
contradictions revealed by these very dilemmas.

These experiences also make us reflect on the possible effects our actions can have, as to
whether the project has transformed research actors’ perceptions about abuse and their
levels of empowerment in their daily lives. In this sense, it is important to learn from these
experiences in the field in order to effect social change in the communities where we work
and conduct research. All of this because we must never forget that “… [t]he goal in PAR is
not only to describe reality but to change it…” (Pratt 2000, in Cahill, 2007a, p. 268).

How can we dream of transforming society from a distance while other research actor’s
lives (in the short term) remain the same? Living in an unequal society requires us to find
ways to reduce the socio-spatial distance between the distinct actors of the research
team…between university spaces and the streets…between the north and south of the
city…reaching across socio-spatial boundaries of exclusion toward human relationships of
caring, love, trust and closeness based on a common struggle for social justice.

In terms of our future research agenda, the Participatory Action Research team and
associated NGO continue working through three current projects with the same research
actors in order to catalyze social change at the district and in a national scale.
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